Improving patient safety in transfusion medicine: contemporary challenges and the roles for bedside and laboratory biovigilance in addressing them
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Abstract: Throughout the history of hemotherapy (HT), various challenges and concerns have been encountered in its practical application. When viewed using a prismatic lens of history, recurrent themes regarding adverse HT sequelae separate and become apparent. These can be broadly classified into three categories: infectious, noninfectious, and administrative/logistical. Using the HT care map as a frame of reference along with its associated rites, we examine the contemporary spectrum of HT adverse events and concerns, and some approaches as to how these may be addressed from bedside and laboratory medicine biovigilance perspectives enhancing patient care and blood transfusion safety. Although our vantage point is from an academic community hospital venue, the issues and concerns identified are germane to many if not all transfusion-medicine practice environments. Included among the subjects we explore are patient/specimen identification issues, blood-management initiatives, unrecognized and/or unreported suspected transfusion reactions, transfusion-associated adverse pulmonary sequelae (including transfusion-related acute lung injury and transfusion-associated circulatory overload), expanded applications of electronic health records and issues regarding their “meaningful use” and interinstitutional “digital compatibilities”, biovigilance integration of electronic data networks within and between health care entities, and anticipated workforce contractions secondary to projected declines in the availability of qualified laboratory professionals. Cooperative initiatives between accreditation and regulatory entities, blood collectors and suppliers, hospital transfusion services and health care providers involved in the bedside care of the patient offer the best means in further mitigating adverse HT sequelae and potential nonconformities that may arise in the daily operations of contemporary hospital blood banks and transfusion-medicine services.
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Introduction
Since its earliest introduction into routine clinical practice, blood transfusion has both comforted and confounded physicians in their attempts to improve the health and well-being of their patients. From that early foundational period, although blood’s lifesaving attributes could clearly be demonstrated in remarkable ways, its related adverse effects severely compromising patients were also observed, negatively impacting patient outcomes and giving clinical pause to stalwart advocates of the nascent and evolving technologies associated with hemotherapy (HT). Compared to the challenges confronting transfusionists in those earlier days, the challenges confronting
transfusion medicine (TM) specialists today are in some ways remarkably similar yet distinctly different, requiring approaches never imagined by the early transfusionists. In this paper, we examine some of these challenges and potential strategies to address them successfully.

We begin our journey by examining the historical roots of TM, followed by a more detailed examination of the literature related to the hazards of HT, comparing practitioners’ concerns promulgated in the past 100 years to ones currently espoused. From there, we review various facets of the HT care map and the “12 rites” of HT, and how these may relate to targets for improving the safety of transfusions. Finally, we explore possible approaches that might be considered in meeting some of the challenges to enhanced HT safety. Throughout the discourse, where appropriate, we also offer insight from lessons learned from our own clinical experiences, highlighting select aspects within the identified themes. Although physicians and researchers from all backgrounds and cultures have contributed to our knowledge base regarding adverse transfusion hazards, the focus of our narrative will be predominantly on those publications obtained from the English-language literature.

### Historical overview of HT

The history of HT can be arbitrarily and broadly subdivided into four temporally unequal periods (ie, the foundational years, the ascent of components, the era of infections, and the age of biovigilance). Key events associated with each of these temporal demarcations are highlighted in Table 1. The acquisition of fundamental knowledge regarding the nature of blood, its life-sustaining role in living beings, its circulation throughout the body, and the recognition of its potentially lifesaving therapeutic infusion characterize these critical early foundational years. The journey to such knowledge itself was predicated on even earlier understandings obtained via practical in situ experiences by countless medical practitioners over several millennia, but it was only through the deliberate investigational application of the “scientific method” that this “artful” foundation was reinforced and fortified empirically. In the latter part of the foundational years, the discovery of the nature of blood-group antigenicity along with fundamental immunologic advances in our knowledge of antibodies and complement proteins further strengthened the serologic foundational underpinnings of HT. As HT became more common, the recognition of both its benefits and risks led to increased appreciation of associated medicolegal liability aspects, and the introduction of governmental regulatory oversight (at first local but

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time period</th>
<th>The foundational years</th>
<th>The ascent of components</th>
<th>The era of infections</th>
<th>The age of biovigilance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1600–1720s</td>
<td>Establishment of blood</td>
<td>Anticoagulant/preservative</td>
<td>Discovery of hospitals</td>
<td>Development of national</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>transfusion</td>
<td>solution</td>
<td>diagnosis of infections</td>
<td>hemovigilance networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1720–1910s</td>
<td>Blood group antigens</td>
<td>First clinical use of</td>
<td>Later recognized</td>
<td>Greater emphasis on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>blood products</td>
<td>of blood products</td>
<td>patient blood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910–1960s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960–1990s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ongoing development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of blood products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000–present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adoption of and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>expansion of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hemovigilance strategies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1: Hemotherapy (HT) through the years: an historical overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time period</th>
<th>Key events</th>
<th>Major loci of activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1600–1720s</td>
<td>Establishment of blood transfusion</td>
<td>In situ; in vivo (animals and humans); In vivo (humans)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1720–1910s</td>
<td>Blood group antigens</td>
<td>In situ; in vivo (animals and humans); In vivo (humans)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910–1960s</td>
<td>First clinical use of blood products</td>
<td>In situ; in vivo (animals and humans); In vivo (humans)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960–1990s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000–present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Abbreviations

- HIV: Human immunodeficiency virus
- AIDS: Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome
- TRALI: Transfusion-related acute lung injury
- TM: Transfusion medicine
- HT: Hemotherapy
- PBM: Patient blood management
- ASS: Anticoagulant solution
- HTN: Hypertension
- eHRS: Electronic health records
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then national) occurred.\textsuperscript{5,7} Unfortunately, as with other areas of human endeavor, lessons learned through military conflicts and wartime also advanced the discipline.\textsuperscript{6,8–10}

Building on these earlier advances, in the time period characterized as the ascent of components, continuing research into anticoagulant and preservative solutions along with the development of whole-blood fractionation strategies augmented the expansion of HT into routine clinical practice.\textsuperscript{3,4} The advent of hospital blood banks (BBs) resulted from a recognition of the need to have a reliable inventory of blood quickly available near critical care settings for patients that might require acute transfusions, eg, obstetrical and surgical cases. With an increasing understanding of immunology, ongoing identification of non-ABO blood-group and histocompatibility antigens proceeded at a quick pace. Again, lessons learned from human conflicts contributed to our knowledge base.

Although the transmission of various infections was well appreciated since transfusion’s earliest days, it was during the years characterized as the era of infections that the sobering reality of this darker side of blood transfusion captured not only the medical establishment’s renewed attention but the general public’s focus as well.\textsuperscript{8,11} The discovery of the various hepatitis viruses and the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) were tours de force of the application of the scientific method and emerging biotechnologies in the examination of a heretofore-routine lifesaving therapeutic intervention that now appeared to be a double-edged sword. Lessons learned from those trying times continue to reverberate throughout the TM community to this day, and the knowledge gained and approaches taken to dealing with these issues catalyzed the development of hemovigilance networks worldwide, the continuing quest for pathogen-inactivated blood components, and the disconcerting realization of the possibility of new pathogens being found as potential agents of blood-associated disease transmissions not detectable by the expanded donor-screening strategies currently in place.\textsuperscript{11–13} During this time, advances in hematopoietic stem cell harvesting and transplantation also occurred, setting the stage for the later development of the promising area of regenerative medicine. Paralleling advances outside the medical establishment, the incorporation of computerization into BBs was a significant milestone, and its introduction heralded a new type of potential compatibility concern (ie, electronic) for TM services (TMSs).\textsuperscript{14,15}

By the dawn of the third millennium, HT had entered the age of biovigilance. As with predecessor time frames, in addition to some previously identified key events that continued to be of importance to practitioners, new issues and challenges presented themselves. The multiplication and evolution of national hemovigilance networks, greater emphasis on patient blood-management programs, adoption of various HT adverse-outcome mitigation strategies, and health care-reform initiatives, along with global economic constraints affecting both hospitals and blood suppliers, characterized the early part of the period.\textsuperscript{8,15} The application and expanded use of electronic health records (EHRs) and the huge influx of “big data” in HT were also signature events.\textsuperscript{17} Unlike prior periods, major compatibility issues now also included intercommunicability concerns between institutional electronic health networks, governmental regulatory oversight, and third-party payer systems that continue to evolve.

**HT hazards and concerns through the years**

Using a similar approach as the one just applied in describing the key events in the history of HT, an outline of the major concerns regarding the chief hazards of blood transfusion on a temporal basis can be constructed (Table 2). Although the order of concern of some of the hazards may vary over the HT timeline, remarkably when viewed in such a manner, certain recurrent themes appear that are relevant to this day.\textsuperscript{4,11,16,18–24} Three major divisions of hazards and/or concerns can be identified: infectious, noninfectious, and logistical/administrative. These contemporary HT challenges signify core issues confronting TM specialists and their bedside colleagues in their daily operations as they attempt to enhance HT safety. Although the frequencies of many have been appreciably reduced, it is a disconcerting reality that these challenges have not been fully eliminated, and indeed can still be encountered with HT in various health care settings in both well-established nations and countries still early in their national development. We examine a number of these challenges in further detail, but before doing so we need to explore the HT care map, the “rites” associated with transfusions, and a general classification system of adverse transfusion events.

**The hemotherapy care map**

A clinical care map is a description of a strategy or approach used to guide health care professionals in the delivery of multidisciplinary care or therapeutics, and is well known and used throughout the nursing profession. Although the pictorial format of the care map for uncomplicated HT (UHT) may vary depending on such factors as the locus of care, eg, outpatient transfusion clinics versus perioperative...
Table 2 Perceived chief concerns and hazards of hemotherapy (HT) through the years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time period</th>
<th>Chief areas of concern ↓</th>
<th>The foundational years – 1600–1920s</th>
<th>The ascent of components 1930–1960s</th>
<th>The era of infections 1970–1990s</th>
<th>The age of biovigilance 2000–present</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infectious</td>
<td>Bacterial sepsis; syphilis</td>
<td>Bacterial sepsis and pyrogens; syphilis; hepatitis; malaria; miscellaneous agents’ transmission</td>
<td>Bacterial sepsis; syphilis; hepatitis viruses (A, B, C); human immunodeficiency virus (HIV); human T-lymphotropic virus I/II (HTLV I/II); cytomegalovirus (CMV); EBV; malaria; babesia</td>
<td>Transfusion-associated sepsis; syphilis; hepatitis viruses; HIV; West Nile virus; protozoans; tick-borne pathogens; prion agents; Agent X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noninfectious</td>
<td>Serologic incompatibilities, eg, hemolysis, agglutination; anaphylaxis; serum sickness; air embolism; acute heart dilation; circulatory overload; metabolic/chemical, due to additives, eg, citrate</td>
<td>Hemolytic; major and minor ABO-mismatch incompatibilities; circulatory overloading; allergic/anaphylactoid; febrile; citrate intoxication; potassium intoxication; acquired allergic sensitivities by transfer; air embolism</td>
<td>Circulatory hypervolemia; immunologic; immune alloimmunization; hypothermia; foreign/particulate material transfer; iron overload; transfusion-associated graft-versus-host disease (TA-GVHD); posttransfusion purpura (PTP); transfusion-related acute lung injury (TRALI); biochemical defects associated with massive transfusion; air embolism</td>
<td>Hemolytic; febrile; allergic; transfusion-associated circulatory overload (TACO); TRALI; transfusion-related immunomodulation (TRIM); transfusion-associated adverse pulmonary sequelae (TAAPS); lead; TA-GVHD; PTP; iron overload; foreign/particulate material transfer; biochemical defects associated with massive transfusion; air embolism; hypothermia; immune alloimmunization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistical/administrative</td>
<td>Patient/specimen identification (ID); direct transfusions; blood availability</td>
<td>Stored blood lesions; blood substitutes; establishment of hospital blood banks; wartime and peacetime operations, overtransfusion</td>
<td>Patient/specimen ID; blood substitutes; blood shortages</td>
<td>Patient/specimen ID; pathogen-reduction technologies; RBC: age issues; inventory management; time of day for transfusions; electronic health care network compatibilities; battlefield TM; PBM; experienced workforce staffing challenges; TM IS/data-management specialists; cost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: EBV, Epstein–Barr virus; TM, transfusion medicine; IS, information systems; RBC, red blood cells.
settings, it typically would include information regarding the various personnel involved in the activity, the tasks needed to be performed, and key decision-point junctures for the successful delivery of that care. The UHT care map is very much related to flow diagrams depicting the transfusion chain of events or the stages of the clinical transfusion process. A section of a care map for UHT detailing the major diagnostic, therapeutic, and biovigilance activities needing to be performed during the various phases of the transfusion event is shown in Figure 1. Depending on the phase of transfusion activity, key assessments and patient monitoring need to be accomplished. The majority of such activities are directly focused on patient safety and the prevention of adverse transfusion sequelae.

The “rites” of HT
Embodied in the design of the care map are the key “rites” of HT (Table 3), or the critical parameters that need to be accounted for to ensure the delivery of safe and efficacious transfusions. Aspects of some of these “rites” are related in part to previously described patient-focused “rights” of transfusion. The 12 “rites” identified here, however, pertain not only to patients but to providers (both individuals and institutions), and encompass the major process-related and procedural aspects of HT. For example, it is assumed that the provider has the proper knowledge of the patient and the HT appropriate for that interval of care, including the optimal types, amounts, and rates of administration of the pertinent blood products to be transfused. It is also assumed that the intended HT is being delivered to the right patient in the right care setting at the most appropriate time, with the proper clinical monitoring, follow-up, and documentation. Unfortunately this is not always the case, and the spectrum of potential problems resulting from deviations or nonconformities in the various HT “rites” constitutes a large part of historical and contemporary concerns regarding HT.

### Classification of adverse transfusion events
The occurrence of HT adverse events can be categorized in a variety of ways. One such format is shown in Table 4. Depending on the approaches used by BBs in their evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-HT Phase</th>
<th>Intra-HT Phase</th>
<th>Post-HT Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>IB</td>
<td>IA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Biovigilance activities:**
  - Prospective/concurrent reviews, computerized alerts regarding HT orders and laboratory values’ threshold triggers and risk alerts for select patient populations.
  - Biovigilance activities: computerized alerts regarding potential adverse event occurrence, direct notification via electronic health record (EHR) of a potential adverse HT event to bedside clinical staff and blood bank/transfusion medicine service (BB/TMS) staff.
  - Biovigilance activities: retrospective reviews; tracer audits.
  - Biovigilance activities: retrospective reviews; tracer audits; periodic automated EHR capture with review of all HT events. Reporting to national/state biovigilance networks/programs.

**Figure 1** Care map for uncomplicated hemotherapy (UHT), showing major diagnostic, therapeutic, and biovigilance activities and considerations associated with the various phases of a blood-transfusion event. See text for further details and information related to UHT care maps.


**Abbreviation:** HT, hemotherapy.
of suspected transfusion reactions (STRs), a variety of information can be obtained, potentially informing quality-improvement initiatives to decrease STR occurrence. Examining STRs from multiple perspectives potentially offers insights not only for individual patients’ reactions but also into institutional system-quality/risk-management issues and increases our understanding of the basic biologic mechanisms involved in adverse HT reactions. Such approaches have been valuable in enhancing HT safety at our own institutions, and have resulted in a variety of system changes regarding HT monitoring and documentation.\textsuperscript{25} Decreases in febrile transfusion reaction rates after adoption of leukodepleted product inventories serves as another example using such analytic perspectives to enhance HT safety.\textsuperscript{30} Additional lessons learned from other STR case-generated quality initiatives will be included in the next few sections.

### Selected contemporary challenges in HT

As can be seen in Table 3, recurrent themes occur when one surveys the concerns and hazards of HT over time. Although new challenges may emerge at any time, the tenacity of many of the previously identified ones is a sobering consideration. Discussed in the following sections are some of the contemporary challenges confronting transfusion safety in the twenty-first century.

### Patient/specimen-identification issues

In the earliest days of HT, the patient and donor were not only in physical proximity to one another, but were even physically attached when the direct-transfusion technique was used. Such clinical circumstances limited patient/specimen-identification problems provided that both donor and patient were accurately identified initially. With the introduction of citrated preservation solutions, indirect transfusion techniques, and enhanced refrigerated blood-storage processes that allowed blood to be collected and stored for longer time periods until needed along with the advent of cross-matching, the requirements for accurate specimen identification involving the patient and the donor problematically increased. Ever since then, BBs have struggled to ascertain that the specific unit of blood for transfusion and the specific intended recipient are clearly identified and appropriately matched.

ABO-incompatible transfusions have been reported to occur at a rate of one in 38,000.\textsuperscript{31} This equates to one ABO mismatch transfusion every 2–3 years at an average large hospital, indicating that ABO-incompatible transfusions present a greater noninfectious risk than the most commonly feared infectious risks of hepatitis B, hepatitis C, and

### Table 3 The twelve "rites" of hemotherapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Right knowledge/reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Right patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Right testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Right product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Right care locus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Right timing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Right volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Right rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Right monitoring, response, and follow-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Right documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Right regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Right reimbursement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4 Potential classification basis of suspected transfusion reactions (STRs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of RBC destruction</th>
<th>Immune-system involvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>– Hemolytic</td>
<td>– Immune versus nonimmune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Nonhemolytic</td>
<td>– Degree of participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal onset</td>
<td>– Active versus passive immunity aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Acute/intermediate</td>
<td>Patient basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Delayed/remote</td>
<td>Product basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity of reaction</td>
<td>Process basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Mild/moderate/severe/fatal</td>
<td>Infectious/non infectious aspects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Details for STR classification: process basis**

- Identification problems
  - Patient/specimen/unit
  - Errors/nonconformities
  - Missing/incomplete information
  - Managerial deviations
  - “WBIT” – wrong blood in tube
- Transportation/storage conditions
- Rate of infusion
- Concurrent fluid challenges
- Practice deviations
- Monitoring, trending, and responding to vital-sign value measurements
- Peritransfusion medication administration

**Details for STR classification: product basis**

- Component type
- ABO/Rh blood-group compatibility/identity with recipient
- Age of unit
- Storage temperature
- Special attributes of product
  - Leukoreduction
  - Gamma-irradiation
  - Degree of pathogen inactivation
- Extent of manipulations
  - Pooling
  - Prestorage
  - At issue
- Product nonconformities

**Abbreviation:** RBC, red blood cell.
HIV/acquired immunodeficiency syndrome. To better understand this misidentification-associated risk and mitigate it, the process of patient and sample identification can be analytically separated into three sequential phases – initial specimen collection (preanalytic phase; area IA on HT care map), laboratory testing (analytic phase; area IA on the HT care map), and transfusion of product (postanalytic phase; area IB on the HT care map) – and subsequently examined for opportunities to prevent identification errors in each.

For example, upon specimen reception in the laboratory, the BB/TMS is required to compare the ABO type of the current sample against its historical records. Most (60%) require two separate ABO typings for patients without a historical type (many institutions requiring two different specimens) before issuing nonemergent non-group O red blood cells (RBCs). Furthermore, the process of cross-matching (either serological or electronic) itself is subject to rigorous quality control and regulatory/accreditation agency purview. The final phase of HT is also tightly controlled by rigorous policies and procedures. Two individuals must read and compare the information on the unit of blood with the patient’s arm-band. Only then should the transfusion proceed.

We know that most identification errors resulting in mistransfusion occur outside the laboratory, with 20% of all mistransfusions ultimately being traced to patient misidentification or sample mislabeling. Therefore, labeling criteria have been standardized, and deviations in any aspect of the specimen labeling typically result in sample rejection and the need for redrawing of a new, properly identified specimen. BBs are justified in such strict rejection criteria, since samples that do not meet labeling criteria are 40 times more likely to have an ABO-grouping discrepancy.

Regardless of all these precautions, the blood inside the specimen tube may not match the specimen label. Studies have shown that the wrong blood in tube (WBIT) rate is appreciable and can vary among institutions, with results from one international study involving 62 hospitals in ten countries showing a median WBIT incidence of one in 1,986. As strategies to decrease WBIT occurrences, some institutions (like those of three of the authors) have implemented stringent policies regarding the need for double-witness attestations for all BB specimens (area IA on the HT care map), similar to double-witness attestation protocols used in the transfusion of blood products (area IB on the HT care map), since the initial specimen-acquisition time can be one of the most vulnerable aspects of the HT process.

Despite the implementation of various intra- and extralaboratory safety measures, patient/specimen-misidentification problems most will likely remain a challenge to TM specialists well into the twenty-first century.

Patient blood management

Conservative blood utilization has been shown to be advantageous for certain patient populations, and at least not harmful in many cases. “Restrictive transfusion strategies” have been recommended by the AABB, formerly known as the American Association of Blood Banks.

Principles of patient blood management (PBM) include “managing anemia”, “optimizing coagulation”, “patient-centered decision making”, and the use of “interdisciplinary blood conservation modalities”. These and related principles have applicability across the different areas of the HT care map. Preoperative optimization of patients (areas IA and IB of the HT care map) includes evaluation/treatment for preoperative anemia and coagulopathies. Such preparations include detailed clinical evaluations of the patient’s medical/surgical histories (especially of any bleeding/coagulopathy problems) physical examination, medication reconciliation, especially noting the presence of drugs potentially impairing coagulation or erythropoiesis, and laboratory testing. If found, anemia may be treated pharmacologically with iron therapy, folic acid, or proerythropoietic agents, such as erythropoietin. Although the effectiveness of iron therapy or erythropoietin administration in improving patient outcomes and reducing blood transfusions has been questioned, data exist indicating that erythropoietin when used alone or in combination with intravenous iron may be beneficial in decreasing transfusion requirements in some patient populations.

Conservative blood-transfusion strategies can also be extended to the intraoperative and postoperative settings (areas II and IIIA on the HT care map), and include optimizing surgical techniques to minimize blood loss, using normovolemic hemodilution strategies or red cell-salvage technologies (either intraoperatively or postoperatively), and applying topical absorbable hemostatic and sealant agents to the surgical field. Pharmacologic agents (e.g., tranexamic acid, aminocaproic acid, and desmopressin) and factor concentrates represent additional resources in the control of bleeding. Thermoregulatory management of patients and the timely correction of acid-base disturbances are additional adjunctive considerations.

Thromboelastography and rotational thromboelastometry may help surgeons make more timely intraoperative decisions regarding “data-informed” targeted HT, thus eliminating a “catch-all kitchen-sink” approach to
blood-product administration. \textsuperscript{46,53} Returning a patient to the operating theater after surgery to address unexpected or prolonged bleeding may also be necessary for the surgical correction of problematic bleeding blood vessels.

Standardizing blood-transfusion practices within an institution are key elements in achieving effective PBM. Two tools useful in doing this are clinical checklists and HT-practice algorithms pertinent to select patient populations requiring transfusion support. Availability of practice guidelines increases physician awareness of institutional care standards. Making changes requires participation and “buy-in” from the clinical and laboratory staff, but ultimately shifts in “institutional culture” may be needed for ongoing success.

Further challenges in PBM requiring practitioner-mindset changes include encouragement of the use of single-unit RBC transfusions and the hemodynamic and clinical status assessment/monitoring of the patient for the continuing need of blood products between planned sequential nonurgent multiple-unit tandem transfusions. The recognition by both bedside practitioners and BB/TMS staff that blood derivatives like clotting factors, albumin and intravenous immunoglobulin require bedside monitoring of the patient similar to those approaches used with conventional blood-component transfusions, even if such products are not issued by the BB/TMS, is another challenge in the area of PBM. With regard to the latter in the interest of total blood safety it should also be noted that the occurrence of any adverse events associated with these products, even if they are issued from the pharmacy, should be reported to the BB/TMS as suspetted transfusion reactions and evaluated accordingly.

**Unrecognized/unreported STRs and HT nonconformities**

Perhaps not appreciated by many non-BB/TMS personnel are the many issues and problems that may be encountered outside the BB perimeter once products are issued, an example being the nonrecognition/nonreporting of STRs to the BB/TMS. \textsuperscript{25,54-56} Sole reliance on reports of problems or STRs only communicated by colleagues at the bedside during the peritransfusion period, although essential, is only part of the surveillance needing to be performed by the BB/TMS for high-quality patient safety. Various governmental regulatory, accreditation, and professional entities have noted the importance of adverse event/outcome monitoring, and have issued guidance and standards to BBs/TMSs addressing this. \textsuperscript{54} Targeted efforts to obtain such additional information on issued products or HT processes are critical in the effective design of both bedside- and laboratory-based biosurveillance activities at one of our institutions (Baystate Health) have resulted in several changes in our HT monitoring/documentation and educational/training processes over the years. Inclusion of information regarding the various signs and symptoms of STRs in educational modules for nursing, ongoing discussions of selected reported STR case outcomes in various clinical care and quality-improvement committees, grand round presentations, and computer-assisted reporting of STRs via our HT EHR have all been used to increase awareness of the problem. Based on discussions with nursing staff, we have also modified the BB/TMS notification policy/process for STR reporting if the physician ordering the transfusion refuses to order an investigation such that nursing staff can now order an STR evaluation using the BB/TMS medical director as the ordering physician of record. Such an approach augments compliance with STR reporting, and can lessen unintentional practitioner stress that may result from professional disagreements at the bedside.

Many of the aforementioned issues occur in the immediate peritransfusion period (areas I and II on the HT care map). Nonrecognition/nonreporting of HT adverse sequelae can also occur more distally from the provocative transfusion event (area IIIB on the HT care map). Examples include RBC alloimmunization and notification of the BB/TMS of potential cases of posttransfusion hepatitis or other infectious agent disease transmission, transfusion-associated graft-versus-host disease, and transfusional iron overload. Regulatory agencies and accreditation organizations acknowledge the importance of such delayed adverse transfusion sequelae reporting, and include requirements for it in their institutional evaluations and certifications. For the most part, the BB/TMS has only limited and indirect control of this reporting activity, and must rely on astute clinicians to make the disease connection to the earlier HT.

We recently evaluated two cases of delayed adverse transfusion sequelae, one involving a potential hepatitis C transmission (not confirmed after appropriate follow-up investigations) and a transfusion-associated babesia transmission (confirmed after appropriate follow-up investigations). Notification to the BB/TMS in the latter situation was by
an infectious disease specialist after the hospital laboratory noted an incidental finding by a staff pathologist in a flagged blood-smear review that showed RBCs with intracellular organisms suggestive of babesiosis. In the former case, notification was communicated by staff from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Public Health involved in a state surveillance program for this disease. State/province or national hemovigilance organizations conducting such biosurveillance programs and hospital laboratory-notification protocols offer opportunities in enhancing both transfusion-reipient and donor safety and should be encouraged.

Focusing on HT events and activities outside the BB/TMS also can lead to some unexpected opportunities to enhance practice and increase understanding of basic aspects of HT, as we will explore further in the next few sections.

Transfusion-associated adverse pulmonary sequelae

Transfusion-associated adverse pulmonary sequelae (TAAPS) represent a commonly encountered HT hazard secondary to a variety of causes. HT-related respiratory complications have been recognized since the transfusion’s introduction into clinical practice, and may be a reflection of an increased sensitivity of the pulmonary circuit to physical/chemical stressors and immunologic processes.57–59 The differential diagnosis list for TAAPS includes 1) transfusion-associated circulatory overload (TACO), 2) transfusion-related acute lung injury (TRALI), 3) transfusion-associated dyspnea, 4) allergic/anaphylactic reactions, 5) transfusion-transmitted bacterial sepsis, 6) hemolytic reactions, and 7) intercurrent illness/underlying clinical condition(s). Although each of these conditions can increase morbidity or even be life-threatening, the greatest concerns, due to their more frequent occurrences, relate to TRALI and TACO.

Depending on which data sources are examined, TRALI ranks somewhere in the top three of most common adverse HT events.16,23,60–62 Originally thought to be due solely to immune etiologies involving anti-human leukocyte antigen and/or antigranulocyte antibodies, other avenues for TRALI induction have been identified involving such biologic mediators as bioactive lipids.60–62 Great success has been achieved in decreasing the incidence of TRALI through various mitigation strategies, including diverting female plasma away from fresh-frozen plasma production or using plasma only from female donors periodically tested for the potential provocative antibodies. The application of similar mitigation strategies to the platelet inventory is currently being debated, and concerns about increased product shortages and blood product-acquisition costs have been raised. TRALI, however, can still occur even with tested plasma products and untested nonplasma products; it remains a concern and challenge needing further study in the TM community.60–62

Closely paralleling TRALI in its clinical presentation and potential severity is TACO, which we will now explore.

TACO: an old nemesis

Regardless of how it was referred to (eg, acute heart dilation, circulatory overload/overloading/hypervolemia, etc, see Table 2), TACO has been recognized as an adverse HT-reipient event since transfusion’s earliest days.1,4,19 During that time, surgeons, prized for their technical skills in establishing direct arterial-venous anastomoses in the direct transfusion techniques used to exchange whole blood between donors and patients, realized that both the volume and rate of blood transfer could easily overwhelm a recipient’s circulatory system capacity if the “fluid challenge” was not carefully monitored and adjusted to prevent such volume overloading.4 With the advent of indirect transfusion techniques, the decreased use of whole blood and the introduction of targeted-component therapy, concerns regarding TACO were diminished. Although its potential occurrence continued to be duly noted, its importance as an adverse HT consequence waned, with some practitioners becoming nonchalant and dismissive of it. Only in the past two decades has renewed interest in it occurred, with routine tracking of it in most national hemovigilance networks, as well as by hospitals and local state/province regulatory bodies.16,27,36,63–68 Unfortunately, the increased recognition of TACO as a major adverse HT event by the TM community has not necessarily occurred in non-TM specialties. It is perhaps this latter aspect that presents one of the greatest challenges to the TM community today.

In the hospital system of three of the authors, we have been interested in TACO diagnosis and mitigation/prevention since the mid-1990s, and have evolved several aspects of our blood ordering, transfusion documentation, and provider education since that time.25,66,69–71 A major aspect of our quality-improvement activities in this regard has focused on the bedside monitoring of the patient, especially the recording and documentation of the patient’s vital-sign values (VSVs).69–71 The routine monitoring (ie, “bedside biovigilance”) of a patient’s VSVs and the patient’s clinical status during HT have been well recognized in nursing for generations, but variability in practice exists regarding how often VSVs should be recorded and clinical assessments of the patient be performed.25 In our hospital system, nurses
routinely involved in HT have been particularly strong allies and advocates in helping us to design and implement some of the strategies involved in this bedside biovigilance, and their participation in enhancing transfusion safety, especially as it relates to issues regarding infusion rates, multi-blood product-order requests, and the recognition of potential STRs, is crucial in any meaningful bedside biovigilance initiative. Additional strategies that we endorse and some that have been implemented by others involve the construction of patient risk-profiling tools or computerized alerting systems that can identify clinically vulnerable patients, potentially mitigating TACO’s occurrence and severity.72–75

**Electronic health records and “big data”**

As in other medical fields, the increasing use of computerized record keeping in TM brings new opportunities and new challenges to the discipline.14,15,17 Although computerization in laboratories and BBs has existed for decades (eg, records of serologic testing, cross-matching results, history of units issued, etc), few data elements are typically shared across computer interfaces with the patient’s EHR (eg, ABO type, antibodies identified, direct antiglobulin test results, etc).15 With governmental mandates in some countries and with just increasing electronic integration interests in others, the need for the BB/TMS to “meaningfully interact” within the patient’s electronic record has become of paramount importance. Several barriers, however, thwart individuals in trying to accomplish such electronic connections, including issues with software/middleware/hardware compatibilities, interface connections, institutional firewall and security concerns, and lack of qualified staff to develop and maintain such systems. Nevertheless, commitment to such initiatives is being moved forward by TM professionals, and tangible benefits have been realized.76 The areas of computerized physician/provider order entry and clinical decision support systems are two electronic functionalities embraced by the TM community contributing to enhanced blood management and HT safety.77,78 Although the generation of provider alerts by such “electronic colleagues” may help in decreasing HT usage, they may not be sufficient in and of themselves to substantially modify practitioner behavior in all HT settings.79 The voluminous amount of potential HT data and the associated problems transforming it into actionable HT information has also been identified as a challenge facing the discipline today.17 As we shall discuss in the next section, informatics in the BB/TMS has ramifications regarding staffing concerns as well.

**Skilled staff shortages and the maintenance of competency**

Regardless of institutional size, multiple issues currently face any BB/TMS in maintaining adequately trained and competent personnel to conduct its daily operations. These issues are of international relevance as well.

The size and complexity of any particular BB/TMS dictates its staffing requirements. In smaller institutions, this can mean BB/TMS staffing with generalist laboratory staff. Larger institutions, including regional centralized BB/TMS entities, may have variously educated staff at multiple talent levels (medical laboratory scientists, medical laboratory technologists/technicians, laboratory assistants, transfusion safety officers, etc). Some BBs/TMSs may also offer blood-donor collection programs, requiring additionally trained phlebotomists with knowledge of donor qualifications/deferral requirements and the technical aspects pertinent to the collection/processing of components. Even more complex are BBs/TMSs that support apheresis-medicine services whose clinical staff and nurses are directly involved in bedside care of patients.

All of these service models require an organizational structure defining leadership and responsibility. A well-defined organizational structure helps ensure effective and compliant organizations. Standards from such accrediting organizations as the AABB and the College of American Pathologists indicate that each service be led by a licensed physician qualified by training or experience to serve as the medical director with responsibility and authority for all medical and technical policies and procedures.7,80 Some organizations may also employ quality officers and transfusion-safety officers as well; regardless of whether positions are titled as such, the duties they perform are required by regulatory guidance.7,36,81

Addressing the contemporary challenges of adequate and qualified staffing levels involves not only finding and hiring the right individuals to suit institutional needs but also their training, competence assessment/maintenance, and long-term retention of these candidates in a competitive and ever-changing health care environment. The US Bureau of Labor Statistics projects a need of at least 14,000 new laboratory professionals annually, despite current limited numbers of educational programs producing only 5,000 potentially qualified individuals per annum.82 Similar needs and asset restrictions undoubtedly apply outside the US as well. Given such projections, laboratory medicine and TM champions in particular are required to help promote their respective specialty areas, providing opportunities for continuing
professional education and growth within them to make the disciplines more attractive to potential candidates.

Several tactics can be used to address hiring and retention challenges. Communication with key institutional executive leadership about the complexities of the services performed by the BB/TMS staff is vital. Implementation of automation in serologic testing and adoption of electronic cross-matching strategies may increase efficiency and help decrease manual labor of the staff. Offering flexible work-shift schedules along with salary-enhancement packages and the creation of “career ladder” opportunities for technical staff can also help to attract qualified candidates. These individuals can become more clinically involved in a variety of activities ranging from specialized projects in the laboratory to biovigilance-supporting activities, such as database development/maintenance and involvement with multidisciplinary care teams outside the BB/TMS. This latter aspect can enhance professional development, leading to increased job satisfaction and more engaged staff, with more hopeful prospects for long-term staff retention. Such engagement also fosters an environment encouraging creative and innovative thought and solutions, leading to enhanced HT safety.

Despite these efforts, integration in a modern health care environment requires additional skills, including the ability to master multiple and specialized computer systems. Staff may be called upon to help develop and maintain various computer systems, laboratory and clinical interfaces, and informatics networks, regardless of having traditional educational backgrounds typically lacking such digital asset exposure. In the age of computerized physician/provider order entry, with the ability to incorporate mechanisms to promote enhanced patient and HT safety, staff in the BB/TMS are expected to perform in a high-functioning and collaborative manner with respect to the sometimes multiple layers of informatics systems used in the daily performance of their routine work. Staff may need to access multiple computer systems, thus requiring abilities to learn, comprehend, and retain unique knowledge pertinent to each electronic system. “Digital troubleshooting” becomes a major challenge when these systems are interfaced or integrated, because this will typically involve information technology staff to help unravel the problem and correct the situation. This can put a major strain on BB/TMS staffing, particularly during non-core-hour shifts, when there are fewer staff members present or in emergent/urgent situations, where the lengths of test/result-turnaround times or product-preparation times are critical. We anticipate that assigning select individuals solely dedicated to electronic support functions in the BB/TMS most likely will become the norm rather than the exception.

The most compelling challenge
Space limitations preclude us from a detailed discussion of all the concerns and issues identified in Table 2. No doubt other issues could be added to the list from other colleagues’ perspectives, and depending on one’s viewpoint, any one of these issues could legitimately be advocated as the most pressing and worrisome. There is one challenge for which the TM community must always be vigilant. That challenge is clinical complacency, the acceptance of the status quo. There will always be a need for improving the things we do for the patients and donors whose care is entrusted to us, regardless of the financial considerations and logistical constraints. Failure to heed and meet this challenge not only compromises the clinical care we provide but also the scientific discovery processes necessary to continue to advance our basic science knowledge of HT and enhance its safety.

Summary
In this review, we have explored some of the contemporary challenges confronting HT in the context of the history of blood transfusion, the HT care map, and the various HT “rites” associated with the delivery of safe and efficacious patient care. When viewed through the lens of history, recurrent themes regarding HT safety concerns and challenges emerge. Although great strides have occurred in increasing HT safety over the years, opportunities remain to further enhance transfusion safety from both laboratory and bedside focused biovigilance perspectives. Cooperative initiatives between accreditation and regulatory entities, blood collectors and suppliers, and hospital transfusion services and health care providers involved in the bedside care of the patient offer the best approaches in further mitigating adverse HT sequelae and nonconformities that may arise in the daily operations of a contemporary BB/TMS.
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